
Tour description/route characteristics
The tour leads through the Allgäu (West, Lower, East and Upper Allgäu). It 
leads mainly on very narrow asphalt roads with little traffic. Because of the 
many small roads, a navigation system is certainly very helpful for this tour, but 
I will try to describe the route in such a way that it is possible to follow it 
without a navigation system. 

From the Sonthofer railway station, the first stop is Burgberg to Greggenhofen. 
Shortly afterwards turn left via Freidorf and Untermaiselstein to Immenstadt. 
There turn right and behind Stein left to Bräunlings and Akams. Behind Akams 
the road becomes even narrower than it was before. Following the signs for 
Niedersonthofen, you will finally reach Niedersonthofen via Adelharz, 
Freibrechts and Gopprechts. Take the second exit to the village on the left and 
after a short distance turn sharp right. In Wollmuths turn left again and steeply 
uphill to Linsen. There turn right to Ettensberg and continue (keep right) to 
Hellengerst. There, first turn left and then immediately right again towards 
Buchenberg.  Turn right again and then left to Wengen. After further 

kilometres the route leads to the B 12. Turn right towards Isny. At Großholzleute turn 
right towards Rohrdorf. Then turn left towards Ratzenhofen. After the village turn 
right again. Beyond the next main road continue straight on to Beuren. There turn 
right and immediately left again! At Enkenhofen turn right again. Above the Badsee 

turn right again and continue via Königsried to Biedingen. There turn left to 
Bernbach and Hormanshofen. In Bissenhofen turn left and continue to 
Ruderatshofen. Then turn left towards Marktoberdorf.. Before the B 12

turn right towards Kempten. Continue towards Marktoberdorf and then keep right. 
Via Engratsried the tour leads to Oberthingau. Continue in the direction of Görisried. 
After a short distance turn right again towards Beilstein. Then keep left and continue 
to Görisried. In the village turn right and continue to Oy-Mittelberg. There in the 
center of the village turn right. Via Haag and Memmersch to Petersthal - turn left 
here. The last part of the tour leads past the Rottach lake to Vorderburg, Emmereis 
and Engelpolz. Turn right here to Rettenberg. There keep right. At the big 
roundabout keep left (3rd exit) and via Burgberg back to Sonthofen

- an enjoyable round! 

track length 250 km

(beautiful view!) continue to Urlau. After the village turn left and shortly after that right again to 
Allmishofen. Further on to Adrazhofen. At the main road left and immediately right again the tour leads 
via Wilazhofen and Rotis to Legau. The tour continues to Bad Grönenbach! There turn right and 
continue to Wolfertschwenden. The further way is not easy to find! The tour continues towards 
Ottobeuren. At Schellenberg turn right and via Oberhaslach to Olarzried. There turn left and continue to 
Markt Rettenbach. Straight on in the direction of Oberegg. Turn left at Buchenbrunn. 
In Katzbrui you have the possibility to stop at the Katzbrui Mill. 
Continue to Köngetried and Dirlewang. Then to Altensteig. There turn right and via Osterlauchdorf and 
Hartenthal to Großried. There turn left via Ingenried to Pforzen. The tour continues via Zellenberg to 
Westendorf and Oberostendorf. At the entrance to the village turn right and continue via Gerbishofen, 
Eldratshofen, Aufkirch, Helmishofen and Frankenhofen to Osterzell. There turn left and via Stocken to 
Sachsenried (very nice motorcycle route!). In Sachsenried keep right until you reach Ingenried. There


